
Riverbanks Project  
about Rivers, Buiúnas  
and Fireflies



The end  
The fall
The catastrophe
The war
The same old ship  
Now
A spaceship
A construction  
Here
In the energetic center of a
war between worlds  
What worlds?
One that needs the end of all
others in order to exist  
And
Another that needs all others
in order to exist  
One creates deserts  
The other, Amazons
We say: people will never be
pure again.

And this is our chance.
They never were, and they always knew.  
They were people of flesh, spirits,  
canoes, flutes,
Souls, big snakes, Kapok trees, rains
and winds,
Mollusks, cyanobacteria, everything  
that lives.
All that is,
Here is more.
Here, there is no possibility of not-
being.
To be and To be
That is our question.  
We ask:
What kind of people are you?
Choose.
Because we’re at war.  
Progressianous
Or
Aliendigenous?





Altamira 2042 is a performative installation created from the
testimony of the Xingu River about the Belo Monte dam. A polyphony
of beings, languages, sounds and noises take over the space to
open up the audience’s attention to voices that so many try to
silence.

Led Speakers and Flash drives become techno-shamanic devices carring
and amplifying both human and non-human voices, heard on the Xingu
banks: riverside people, the Araweté indigenous people, the Juruna
indigenous people, the city’s attorney, Altamira’s journalists,
ambientalists, rappers, artists, city sounds, and also the Forest,
the animals, the rain and the Xingu River itself.

The performer Gabriela Carneiro da Cunha orchestrates, together
with the audience, the different movements of the work: starting
with River y Road, followed by Ms Herondina, Mr Dam Breaker and
Aliendigenous. The performer incorporates and presents the
perspectives of these three machinic-spiritual beings who take the
stage in order to mythologize History.

Thus, the Belo Monte Dam is no longer simply a construction, but
the myth of the enemy.
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link teaser

http://vimeo.com/334698415



Gabriela Carneiro da Cunha is an actress, director and researcher. For the past 5
years, the artist has developed the ”Riverbank Project: about rivers, buiúnas and
fireflies, an art research dedicated to listening and amplifying the testimony of
Brazilian rivers that are living an experience of catastrophe. This project was
conceived as a response to the Anthropocene, defined here as "the moment when men
cease to fear catastrophe to become the catastrophe themselves".

The first stage was created from the testimony of Araguaia River and was held in
2015 with the play Guerrillas or for the land there are no missing persons about the
women who fought in the Araguaia Guerrilla Group. After shown in Rio de Janeiro, São
Paulo, Curitiba, Porto Alegre and Brasília, in the year of 2019, the play was
presented in nine cities in the region where the conflicts actually took place. For a
month and a half we held presentations, workshops and debates.

In 2019 she premiered at the International Theatre Festival – MITsp the performance
installation "Altamira 2042”, the second stage of this research project, this time
created from the testimony of the Xingu River about the catastrophe caused by the
Belo Monte hydroelectric dam.

The artist has been awarded by the Faperj Scholarship to Encourage Artistic Creation, 
Experimentation and Research, as well as the Funarte Artistic Training Scholarship, 
the Oi Futuro Artsônica Residency and Prince Claus Foundation and Goethe Institute 
Cultural and Artistic Responses to Environmental Change.

In her theater and cinema career, she has worked with directors such as Ariane
Mnouchkine, Georgette Fadel, Cibele Forjaz, Grace Passô, Eryk Rocha and Heitor
Dhalia.
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altamira 2042 opens its experien-
ce territorializing the space with
the sound installation “River and
Road” where each speaker carries a
non-human voice from the banks of
the Xingu: The river, the forest,
the frogs and birds, but also the
chainsaw, the construction work,
trucks and car engines.
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Ms Herondina is the enchanted narrator
that represents the buiúnas women.
Its form is that of a sonorous
woman. Its body is made up of two
led speakers heads. Its perspective
is feminine and spiritual. It
carries the voice of Raimunda Gomes
da Silva, a Xingu riverside dweller
whose home was burned down and
flooded by the Belo Monte dam.
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Mr Dam Breaker is the enchanted narrator that

represents the witness-rivers. Its form is that of

a Big Audiovisual Snake. Its body consists of a

projector-head, speakers and LED tape. Its

perspective is mythological. Its voice is

multiple, and through it human and non-humans

affected by Belo Monte Dam can be heard.
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Aliendigenous is the enchanted

narrator that represents the

firefly people. Its body is made of 

shamanic instruments of ancestral 

technology: rattles, drums. “The 

shaman’s rattle is a particle  

accelerator.” Here, Aliendigenous’

body is  the particle accelerator 

which, if played  collectively, will 

open the dam in 2042.  At the end of

the performance, this body is  

dismembered and devoured by the

audience
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“The play is like a breath of wind we can all
feel, but cannot see. The play, for me, made me
feel like I lived... relived and remembered
everything I’ve been through right there,
watching the play.”

RaimUnda gomes da silva - RiveRside dWelleR mitsP - são PaUlo inteRnational tHeatRe festival

tHe gUaRdian - maRk fiscHeR

Light in the shadow ofsound

A review of the play Altamira2042

by Dodie Leal

Light in the shadow of sound is the Xingu river itself. The play’s strength  
lies in the voices of the Amazon, but also in the glimpses manifested  
inside the sound, as if the sound was made up of shadows. A sensor  
captures the sound; acomputer program transforms the sound stimuli into  
vibrations of light cutting across the floor in strips of LED. Human singing  
allows the river to speak in the language of scenic light. It is worth noting  
that the vocal command, which triggered the lighting up of the floor, was  
issued from inside a metallic structure whose elevated arms manipulated  
a keyboard and whose eyes projected the river on the wall. Meanwhile, the  
river’s colors on the floor vary, when, prior to this moment, the same LED  
strips were coiled up in a circle, radiating one single color: red. Like a great  
snake presenting and representing itself, and its threatenedexistence.



The Decolonizing Condition  

by Pedro Cesariano

(for MITsp 2019)

Altamira 2042, a poignant installation-performance about the dystopian Belo Monte (Beautiful Mountain) dam, brings further

into light the process of hybridization that the Amazon landscape is undergoing, and the injustices repeatedly suffered by

the population that lives along the banks of river Xingu. Here, we also find a different kind of ventriloquous possession, a

bottling of voices and affections inside the body of Gabriela Carneiro da Cunha, which is turned into a cyborgue-like machine

attached with technological appliances commonly found in the state of Pará. The performance’s complexity undoes the outdated

divide between nature and culture: through the use of pen drives and diverse electronic appliances, the audience is intertwined

with the river, the forest, and the humans who live there (humans who are different, indeed, for they share connections and

capabilities never mobilized to wreck the conditions of our very existence). Such intertwining, however, reveals itself to be

suffocating. We are quickly absorbed by “Belo Monstro” (Beautiful Monster), an alien spaceship coming to deal the final blow

on the river-people, now forced to live on the poor suburbs of Altamira. Here, we see with clarity the catastrophe of this

war between worlds, and its inexorable outcome: the demand for allegiance with those who have no other alternative but to

amazonize the world, before we are all swallowed by the engines. The interrupted river is a maddened river, we hear the voices

that traverse Altamira 2042’s cacophony of sound say. With what right do they silence the ancient memories of its people and

its flow? we hear still. If the spirit of the waters exists for all, not everyone was born to exist for it - teaches the wise

voice of Raimunda, a local ribeirinha thinker. Over on our side, there remains the power of the maracás (traditional rattle

instrument), these particle accelerators¹ that might, one day, break the dams and point to another possible direction.

¹the comparison between the maracás and the particle accelerator is a finding by Viveiros de Castro in his research about the Araweté

shamans and their aray rattles. (VIVEIROS DE CASTRO, Eduardo. Araweté: os deuses canibais. Rio de Janeiro: Zahar/Anpocs, 1986.)

mitsP - são PaUlo inteRnational tHeatRe  
festival 2019



For the passing 6 years the project has focused in the rivers

Araguaia and Xingu. Next year we will start the third stage at

Tapajós River. 

Since 2013 this research project has generated several

developments, such as the publication of articles, performances, 

films, exhibitions and workshops.

We have recently started a new challenge with the creation of a 

network of art, women and rivers called Buiúnas. The network 

activities will start on 2020. 

The movie Edna, a part of the first stage of the project in 

Araguaia, south of Pará, will premiere next year.

This project was supported by: Rumos – Itaú Cultural, Petrobrás,

Sesc Rio, Sesc SP, Prince Claus Foundation and Goethe Institute.

RiveRbanks PRoject
on RiveRs, bUiÚnas
and fiReflies.



“With a lot of sensitivity and poetry in the harshness
of the fight, it made me relive the dream of a whole
generation in each young guerrilla woman: to change
this world, to make a revolution; I relived it in the
waters of the Araguaia River, in the beauty of the
forests and the strength and courage of the women’s
struggle, like a continuous thread linking the past
to the present.”
laURa Petit – maRia lUcia Petit’s sisteR

gUeRRillas oR foR tHe land  
tHeRe aRe no missing PeRsons
“The sky is coming towards us from all sides. It
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HttPs://vimeo.com/152811959

descends until it touches each of the buried bodies and
the facts that they unearthed. Guerr i lhe i ras supports
one floor upon the other until they become tunnels
through which what was hidden by the earth comes out.”
Helena katz – tHe estado de são PaUlo neWsPaPeR

“The river as a filmic image that bathes the bagged  
bodies of the actresses in Guerr i lhe i ras becomes  
a performativity supported by the confrontation of  
ghosts, an imaginary action restituting the dead as  
qualified elements of political transformation.”  
dinaH cesaRe – “QUestão de cRitica” magazine

Semi-abstract images by filmmaker Eryk Rocha, heir to  
the light experiments of photographer Claudia Andujar,  
are projected over them and lots of colourful plastic  
soils, with compositions of Neo-Concrete order.”  
alvaRo macHado – “caRta caPital” magazine



PRojeto maRgens
projetomargens2042@gmail.com

gabRiela caRneiRo da cUnHa  
gabrielacarneirodacunha@gmail.com 
55 21 98889 3777

gabRiela gonçalves  
gabi@corporastreado.com 
55 11 94174 3067
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